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Daniel Jones (1912-1993) composed in a wide range of genres, yet the cornerstone of
his prolific output is the Symphony, memorably described by him as ‘a dramatic
structure with an emotive intention’.1 He tackled the form afresh with each of his 13
examples, of which the first 12 are based on a different note of the chromatic scale.
Born in Pembroke, South Wales, on 7 December 1912, he was brought up in Swansea
where he lived for most of his life. His mother was a singer and his father, Jenkin Jones,
who was an amateur composer, wrote religious and choral pieces. The young Daniel
soon began to compose and by the time he was nine he had written several piano
sonatas. At Swansea Grammar School, he met Dylan Thomas,2 with whom he
developed a close and lasting friendship. They wrote poems together for the school
magazine and later collaborated on more than two hundred poems, Jones contributing
the odd numbered lines, Thomas the even ones.3
Daniel Jones read English Literature at University College, Swansea, taking his B.A. in
1934. His M.A. thesis on Elizabethan Lyric Poetry and its relation to the music of the
period shows an engagement with Elizabethan traditions of melody that subsequently
informed his own works. He continued his education at the Royal Academy of Music,
studying composition with Harry Farjeon and conducting with Sir Henry Wood. In
1935 he was awarded the Mendelssohn Scholarship, which enabled him to travel widely
in Europe for two years and master several languages.
During the Second World War he served as a Captain in British Army Intelligence,
working as a cryptographer and decoder of Japanese, Roumanian and Russian at
Bletchley Park. The late 1940s was a period of consolidation for him as a creative artist,
one of the outcomes of which was a firm rejection and, where possible, destruction of
all his early scores. His initial post-war success as a composer was a Symphonic Prologue
for orchestra, awarded first prize of the Royal Philharmonic Society in 1950. During
In the composer’s programme notes for the Seventh Symphony’s premiere on 4 April 1972.
Years later, Dylan Thomas vividly portrayed his volatile first encounter with Daniel Jones in the school
playground in a short story entitled ‘The Fight’.
3 In 1971, eighteen years after Dylan’s death, Jones produced an authoritative edition of his friend’s poems.
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Photographs of the composer by Bernard Mitchell
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the next four decades he devoted his life to music: composing, mostly to commission,
and conducting, especially his own pieces. He died at the age of 80 in Swansea on 23
April 1993.
Jones’s oeuvre ranged from piano pieces and chamber works to concertos for violin,
oboe and cello. There are four cantatas, including The Country Beyond the Stars, to
words by Henry Vaughan (1958)4 and an oratorio, St. Peter (1962), premiered at
Llandaff Cathedral. Of his two operas, The Knife was produced at Sadler’s Wells in
December 1963 and the one-act Orestes, after Aeschylus, was broadcast by the BBC in
1968. Among his instrumental scores perhaps the most striking is the four-movement
sonata for three unaccompanied kettledrums (1947). He also wrote incidental music,
notably for Dylan Thomas’s 1954 radio drama Under Milk Wood. There are seven
completed string quartets in his acknowledged canon and he had already embarked
upon another quartet at the time of his death. Such time-honoured forms as the
Symphony and the String Quartet accorded with a natural inclination towards absolute,
non-programmatic music. Describing himself as ‘anti-impressionistic’,5 he cited
Purcell as a leading influence, along with Berlioz, Elgar and Janáčk, and looked upon
Haydn as a symphonic ideal.
Jones’ attitude to rhythm was adventurous. During the 1930s he developed a passion
for Far-Eastern art and literature and at the same time evolved what became known as
the technique of ‘complex metres’: irregular time patterns (for example 5/4 alternating
with 3/2) regularly maintained throughout a movement or a long section of a score.
His explanation for the adoption of this technique related to form and melody and a
strongly-held belief that music should not confine itself to one rhythm. As he put it: ‘the
idea is to have irregularity and at the same time symmetry – the same symmetry which
the Elizabethans had in their music’.6 In many of his pieces, including several
symphonies, rhythms change constantly but remain themselves in the manner of a
4
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This is featured on Lyrita SRCD.326, coupled with Jones’s Symphonies 6 and 9.
, 08 April 1960.
‘A New Symphony From Wales’, by Kenneth Loveland,
, February 1959, p.9
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mosaic made up of non-symmetrical styles placed symmetrically. This juxtaposition of
different metres and combining them by repeating the pattern creates an ambiguity and
elusiveness that subtly informs the character of the music. It is important to state that,
for Jones, formal devices only had value in themselves in so far as they served the
expressive purpose of the music. He always insisted that, regardless of the technical
complexity of his scores, his aim was ‘primarily expressive’.7

Jones believed that every note counted, citing Mozart, Weber, Mendelssohn and Bizet
as models of clarity in their uncluttered orchestration.14 His own symphonies show an
ever-increasing limpidity and precision in structure and instrumentation. Years spent
as a conductor were invaluable to him as a composer and his assertion that ‘I know
exactly what a conductor requires to see on a score so that the meaning of it is plain to
him’15 is borne out by his meticulously presented scores.

He first used ‘complex metres’ in 1936 in a string quartet which alternates 3/4 and 5/8.
However, he later withdrew this score and therefore his first acknowledged piece which
employs his intricate rhythmic method is the Second Symphony. This was one of five
works by Welsh composers commissioned by the Arts Council’s Welsh committee on
music for the 1951 Festival of Britain.8 The other commissioned works were: William
Hubert Davies’s Festival Overture; Arwel Hughes’s oratorio Dewi Saint (Saint David);
John Morgan Nichols’s setting in Welsh of Psalm 130 for baritone solo, chorus and
string orchestra and David Wynne’s song cycle setting Welsh poems for tenor and harp.
All of these pieces were premiered during the Festival except Nichols’s setting, which
payment records suggest was never completed.9

Though each of his thirteen symphonies is a unique and highly personal statement, the
cycle as a whole maintains an unwavering consistency of quality and vision. Daniel
Jones demonstrates a steadfast integrity throughout, never bowing to the latest trends.
His priority is always to communicate directly with the listener.
Paul Conway, 2017

Jones’s Second Symphony was written between March and July 1950 and first
broadcast in the Welsh region by an augmented BBC Welsh Symphony Orchestra
under the composer on 13 September 1951. As in his First Symphony,10 Jones
demands considerable forces: two each of flutes (second doubling piccolo), oboes
(second doubling cor anglais), clarinets and bassoon, four horns, two trumpets, three
trombones, tuba, timpani, percussion (requiring two players): hand-held cymbals,
side-drum, tam tam, suspended cymbal, triangle; celesta and strings. Percussion
instruments are making their debut here in a Jones symphony and they remained a key
In the composer’s programme notes for the Seventh Symphony’s premiere on 4 April 1972.
‘Welsh Music and Poetry’,
, 2 March 1950, p.10.
9
Nathaniel G. Lew,
:
(Abingdon: Routledge,
2017), p.219.
10 The First Symphony is featured on Lyrita SRCD358, coupled with Jones’s Tenth Symphony.
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the composer referred to the ending of this movement as ‘an unmistakable valediction’.

element of his symphonic scores, invariably applied with restraint.

The principal theme of the ‘Risoluto’ finale is presented without preamble on full
orchestra. This theme, which has no fixed metrical pattern, forcefully reminds us of the
alternate tone-semitone pattern that underlies the whole symphony. In contrast, the
subsidiary section maintains a quintuple rhythm of quavers. The Maestoso coda consists
of a fourfold affirmation of the chord of E flat major, held against a dissonant restatement of the symphony’s opening theme. The volume of sound slowly diminishes,
the theme is gradually shortened, and we are left at the end with the E flat chord alone,
played softly by flutes and muted horns.

The opening sonata-form Allegro moderato is notable for the wealth of ideas which make
up its primary and secondary material. Under a ticking wind ostinato, lower strings
stealthily announce the gruff main subject which soon adopts a quasi-march rhythmic
decisiveness. Several other figures are introduced, including scurrying arpeggiated
figures with the celesta lighting the way. A trill-laden transition passage heralds the
arrival of the formal second subject which initially has the aspect of a chorale but
reappears in various guises including an elegant waltz. Framed by trombone glissandos,
the development section explores further the previous material. At one point the
second subject is presented as a slow lament, foreshadowing the elegiac qualities of the
slow movement and the trio of the third. After a telescoped recapitulation, the
movement ends with a terse and trenchant restatement of the main idea followed by a
waggish, halting recollection of the initial clicking ostinato.

With a tiny scherzo of scarcely more than 90 seconds, the Eleventh Symphony is the
quintessence of Jones’s art. Flinty and terse, it offers a prime example of his late works
with their economy of gesture and intense humanity. A gripping sense of narrative is
perhaps to be expected from a composer who was a brilliant and enthusiastic
conversationalist on a wide variety of topics, including not only Oriental music, Welsh
mythology and Elizabethan poetry, but also Sherlock Holmes, food, wine and cricket.
Daniel Jones was a natural symphonist and his cycle, which dates from 1947 to 1992,
charts his mature composing career from expansive, majestic post-war statements to the
epigrammatic, profoundly logical utterances of his late period. They put Wales on the
symphonic map. On the issue of his being a ‘Welsh’ composer, Jones did not feel his
music expressed overt nationalism: ‘… whereas in literary terms you can say that the
writing of Dylan Thomas is distinctly Welsh, that is not true of music. Even though I
am something of a loner, there is no national idiosyncrasy’.12
A sense of inevitability in his writing derives from the manner in which he approached
his craft. He regarded composing as a process of discovery, declaring that ‘the feeing I
always have is that the piece I am setting myself to write already exists and that what I
have to do is to unveil it’.13
12
13

, 20 October 1984.
, a BBC Wales television programme made by John Ormond, 1977.
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The Lento slow movement alternates bars of 9/8 and 5/8 throughout and has a dignified
main theme marked nobilmente and introduced by woodwind. The flowing subsidiary
section is a natural extension of the main idea. Both sets of material are revisited with
delicate ornamentation. The opening woodwind theme is recalled before the hushed
ending.
The Allegro scherzando makes inventive use of celesta and triangle. The main section is
in two distinct halves, the first mercurial and prone to grinding semitonal dissonance at
its cadences whilst the second is more fluently lyrical and based on a gently expressive
theme. After the unflagging energy of the scherzo, the hymn-like trio section offers a
substantial contrast. We appear to be witnessing an archaic woodland ritual of
distinctly Celtic origin. Jones emphasises the hieratic element of the music by
introducing it on discrete sections of the orchestra – woodwind followed by brass, then
strings and lastly woodwind again. There follows a series of full orchestral variants
culminating mischievously in a pungent example of dissonant bitonality. An
abbreviated version of the scherzo leads to the briefest of references to the trio material
SRCD 364
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while the finale is scored for suspended cymbal, side-drum, hand-held cymbals and
triangle.

- traces rather than restatements - and a rush to the tape in a presto coda.
The finale begins with an Allegretto introduction featuring expressive solos for horn and
oboe. It contains the seeds of the main sonata-form Allegro risoluto which follows directly.
The charming, dance-inflected secondary material contains some rhythmic felicities.
The movement’s slow prefatory material is recalled at the end of the development
section before the main Allegro ideas are restated. In the tumultuous closing pages key
motifs from the first movement are recalled, lending the work a cyclical unity.
The Second Symphony places great emphasis on intricate rhythms and combines both
lyrical and dance elements. There is a focus on orchestral colour, epitomised by the
prominent role given to the celesta in the first, third and fourth movements. Expansive,
big-boned and at times uncharacteristically discursive, it is Jones’ last symphony
conceived on a large canvas: from now on his symphonic works would be increasingly
concise and cogent, rejecting any orchestral colour extraneous to the musical argument.
Daniel Jones’s Eleventh Symphony in E flat was completed on 7 December 1983 and
premiered by the BBC Welsh Symphony Orchestra under Sir Charles Groves on 20
October 1984 in the Brangwyn Hall, Swansea. Commissioned by the Swansea Festival,
it is dedicated to the memory of George Froom Tyler, chairman of the festival
committee, who had died in 1983 and was a friend of the composer. A large orchestra
is required including triple woodwind and brass minus tuba. The composer
commented on the orchestration of the piece at the time, ‘I seem to have been doing
without the tuba recently … although I do like the instrument. But I don’t overdo the
percussion. I always feel the percussion is rather like spice in a dish; very effective if it
is used sparingly but one doesn’t want too much of it, I have very stringent views on
that’.11 Notably, each of symphony’s four movements is scored for a different
combination of percussion instruments: hence, the opening movement requires
suspended cymbal, side-drum, hand-held cymbals and triangle; the second movement
needs glockenspiel and triangle; the third movement has no percussion, except timpani,
11

, 20 October 1984.
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The tonal foundation of the work is E flat, the eleventh of the series of twelve possible
notes, on each of which the composer based his first twelve symphonies. In the
Eleventh Symphony, the musical idiom is unified by its adherence to the two modes
formed by strict alternation of tones and semitones. The structure follows the classical
four-movement pattern, with the outside movements in sonata allegro form and the
scherzo taking second place before the slow movement.
In the opening ‘Intensivo’, the metrical pattern is 2 + 2 + 3 throughout. The material
of the first eight bars feeds not only this movement but the whole work: it is presented
very straightforwardly with oboes and clarinets playing a theme in unison against a
timpani roll interrupted by horn and bassoon chords. After more elaborate versions of
this statement, the subsidiary section opens quietly with flutes and oboe chords. Its
main idea is more of a reminiscence of a theme rather than a full-blown melody. A full
orchestral climax is reached, but the exposition ends quietly. There follows some
development of the principal ideas after which the main theme returns now played by
muted brass, misterioso. Further exploration of the principal ideas ensues and the
movement ends with a brief coda leading up to a curt but intense final climax.
In the following elfin scherzo entitled ‘Capriccioso’, the metric pattern within the bar is
3 + 3 + 2. The opening two bars, played by piccolo and glockenspiel, consist of a motif
that forms the basis of the whole of this short movement, since what appears to be a
secondary theme is really an inversion of the main idea. After some development, the
motif in its original form recurs just before the end.
In the ‘Elegiaco’ slow movement two musical sections are juxtaposed, the second of
which features muted trumpets and trombones. The main section, with its various
modified forms, is predominant, the music often following a pattern of intervals
presented at the outset by unison violas and cellos. The final bars recall the opening,
now played on violas only. In his programme note for the premiere of the symphony,
SRCD 364
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